
VINYL Shutters

skandia window fashions®

SIMPLY Splendid
SunQuest® SL200



Skandia’s SUNQUEST® SL200 VINYL SHUTTER is simple but elegant. Skandia manufactures its
state-of-the-art vinyl shutter line with you in mind. When the best materials are combined with
Skandia’s American craftsmanship the result is extraordinary.

Manufacturing Quality Custom Window Coverings for over 50 Years!

www.skandiawf.com  • info@skandiawf.com 
Corporate and Manufacturing: 800-874-3168 • 800-523-1250

Extruded Vinyl
SL200 panels are solid cellular PVC construction with a hardened shell

featuring a UV stabilized high gloss finish. The frames are of hollow vinyl

extrusions. Shutters wil not crack, peel, warp or fade.  Virtually

maintenancee free and easy to clean.

Waterproof
The SL200 is ideally suited for above kitchen sinks and in bathrooms or

other high-humidity areas. 

Additional Insulator
This helps reduce heating and air conditioning costs, also reduces outside

noise.

Corner Key and Mitered Corner Joints
These features facilitate shipping and quick assembly of frames. They

provide a cabinet-looking finish so that no other trimming is required.

UV Painted Finish
Our solid shutters feature a water-based paint finish that is treated with a

UV protectant.

Three Exclusive Color Options
Skandia offers three color options to match our most popular wood blind

colors: Ultra White (244), True White (246),  and Almost White (265), all in a

sleek gloss finish.

Core Material Complements Finish
The SL200 s core material is formulated to complement the painted finish.

Stainless Steel Staples
All panels are made with stainless steel staples that will not rust or corrode. 

Divider Rail Placement
Add stability and help prevent sagging. Also allows customization of size of

operating area in a panel and to plave divider rail over window mullion.

Hidden Tilt Bar
Hidden louver connectors provide an unobstructed view and gives shutters

a clean and contemporary look.

Tension Screws
Shutter panels have built-in tension screws for smooth operation and easy

adjustments.

Screw Hole Caps
All SunQuest SL200 shutters have screw-hole caps added for a more

finished look.

Hard Shell Upper Layer
Skandia offers the exclusive celluca finishing process. This process results

in a hard shell protection finish.

Hinge Options
Choose from hinge colors that match our louver colors of True White,

Almost White Antique Brass, Brass, Nickel Satin and Oil Bronze to create

the look that matches the d cor. Two-part hinge allows for easy installation.

Environmentally Friendly
The SL200 is made almost entirely of recyclable materials. This allows our

shutters to be considered environmentally friendly and not add to waste

management problems.

Proudly Manufactured in America
SunQuest® SL200 Shutter frames, stiles and louvers are engineered and

extruded in the USA and the complete shutters are custom built in Skandia’s
manufacturing facilities.

Warranty
SunQuest SL200 Shutters have a 10-Year Limited Warranty.
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